Hyrax v3.0 MAP Documentation Review Working Group
Meeting 2020-04-22

Connection Info:
9-10am EST
via Google Hangouts: meet.google.com/fmf-zzpm-mfp

Notetaker: Nora E.

Attendees:
Nora Egloff
Anna Goslen
Julie Hardesty
Annamarie Klose
Emily Ping O'Brien

Agenda/Notes:

- Update on Github issues / code feedback
  * bumped issue #810 about CC 4.0 licenses update, tagged @samvera/hyrax-repo-managers, @samvera/hyrax-code-reviewers
  * made issue #4286 about adding Alternative_title and Bibliographic_citation to the form

- Review draft Hyrax 3.0 Metadata Application Profile Google sheet
  * teamwork session on expanded MAP format: filling out Label, Namespace Property Definition, and, time permitting, Example columns
  * tabs created for separating out Basic metadata, Core, and Namespaces info
  * next step for this, time permitting, would be adding examples for those properties that they might be useful for

- Is there any other information that should be included in Documentation ahead of 3.0 release? Documentation/outputs from M3 and other WGs that we want to link to in the knowledge base or elsewhere?
  * Annamarie: M3 group has a Final Report on the wiki, but there is also a default Hyrax YAML template she is working on bringing up to date

- Next steps:
  * Julie will make a 3.0 branch in the Knowledge Base for MAP pages that we can start working on updates
  * we can write up an explanation and link to the expanded info in the Google sheet in the top paragraph of the MAP page, and then link to the specific tabs in each section
  * systematic review of KB metadata and MAP pages

- Set next meeting time
  * next meeting will be Wednesday 5/6, from 9-10am EST